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Potential readers should note the sub-title, not the title. In Berger’s argument, doubt is generalized strategically, then recommended as a vitally
useful intellectual tool. His sociology of knowledge perspective bids to
shed light on historically “modern” intellectual decisions and differences,
not only in discussions of religion but equally of moral and political issues
and across global cultures. He combines focus upon programmatic refusal
of doubt by “exclusivists,” e.g., “fundamentalists,” with a focus upon “inclusivist” and “pluralist” (liberal) post-Enlightenment embrace of dialectical conversation employing varying degrees of constructive (if ultimately
problematic) doubt.
His approach, vetted by philosopher Zijderveld, is markedly schematic,
begging fuller explanations on almost every page, as Berger acknowledges.
But this is a primer, concisely written and attractively presented, with occasional humor and employment of apt references to and quotations from over
75 well-known figures in the history of Western culture. He makes no dramatic recommendation, save to advocate that the struggling individual work
toward his or her own tentative “middle position”— acknowledging that
each of the three evolved and evolving positions to be negotiated (“exclusivist,” “pluralist,” and “inclusivist”) make their own respective “cognitive compromises.” This reader’s favorite chapter: “Certainty and Doubt” (Five).
Without mentioning “implicit religion” as such, Berger nicely characterizes the background out of which this phenomenon of common interest
to readers of this journal has emerged, among, of course, other outcomes
of our advancing secularization in the West. He addresses the resulting
syncretisms, cognitive dissonance, “contamination,” and “bargaining” that
increasingly have thrown individuals in our culture back from induced
subscription to inherited “institutions” upon our own subjective resources.
The terminology and method of his refined sociological perspective offers
an alternative approach to the probing of implicit religion.
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